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Selfie video camera app

You may not need a video camera at all. If you're in the market for a new cell phone, you can now pick up a pocket-sized model that still shoots videos with images. But it might not be worth the trouble. Here's why. The latest cell phones are now shipping with 1 megapixel digital cameras. This means you can capture a
picture that looks pretty decent- much better than sub-megapixel images from the first crop of camera phones. But because these phones have limited storage-usually just an SD (Secure Digital) flash memory slot-there's not much space to save video. That means you can shoot footage of a few seconds or a minute, but
it will fill the space quickly — if the phone is one. And because these devices are optimized for battery life and wireless transmission, they lack a CPU powerful enough to actually process and ess video. That means quality will suffer even more than if you bought a dedicated camera. Nevertheless, you can expect to use
the new crop of camera phones to do video messaging, which lets you snap a quick 15-second movie and then e-mail it to family or friends. It is expected that the video message will become popular later this year as the e-mail photos are today - because phones are becoming available right now. Verizon, for example, is
now pushing the follow-up to the LG VX 7000, the popular VX6000 camera phone. Without a storage card, it'll save just a handful of 15-second videos over its 4 megabytes of internal storage. Sprint offers three different video phones: VM-A680 from Samsung, VM4500 from Sanyo and VM4050 from Toshiba. Each lets
you create and e-mail 15 seconds clips as well. I recently tested the VM4500, and even though the quality was awesome, it was a ton of fun to send video clips to friends. Sending video mail doesn't come for free, though. Sprint charges $5 a month to send the video, while Verizon's plans bundle instant messaging and
start at $8.t-Mobile and AT&T Wireless, with AT&T Wireless supporting 60 seconds of video at a time. Singular will add this fall video. Want two-way wireless video? You'll have to wait until this fall, when AT&T Wireless starts selling Motorola's A845 phone. Nifty's device offers videoconferencing between units, but only in
AT&T's most advanced network — currently planned for Seattle, San Francisco and two other cities this year. However, with Singular's imminent purchase of AT&T Wireless, those networks could be delayed — pushing two-way video phone capabilities even further. I expect similar two-way video capabilities to roll over
Verizon's high-speed EVDO networks — San Diego and Washington, D. Available in select sites including C - also later this year. The word selfie has only been around for a few years, believe it or not. In that time, it's become an event. But the best selfie phone you do Can? If you're looking for an answer to that question,
you're in the right place! Almost every smartphone on the market has one Camera, you will need to wade through every device released over the past several years to figure out which one is the best phone for selfies. We've done all the work for you and rounded up ten phones with the best camera hardware and/or you
can't get it done. Related: Currently the best Android phone available for selfies: Editor's Note: We will update this list of best phones for selfies regularly as new devices launch. Asus Zenfone 7 and 7 ProAs ZenFone 7 and 7 Pro selfies are professional as they go for more than selfie shooter, using cameras in the rear
with a mechanism that flips them around to point them to the front. They feature better sensors than its predecessor, a variety of lenses, and a flipping mechanism that can flip past 200,000. That's more than 270 flips a day for two years, or more than 100 flips for four years. It's going to be enough, basically. In terms of
how good the devices are generally, it's an impressive spec sheet for the price, with two devices featuring flagship silicone, 90Hz OLED screen, triple camera, 5G and 5,000mAh battery. The Genphone 7 packs the Snapdragon 865 processor, while the Pro variant does a little up with the Snapdragon 865 plus chipset.
Both are well reviewed, especially the camera system, which gets it to this list of the best selfie phones! ZenPhone 7 Series PricingS ZenFone 7 Specs: Display: 6.67 inch, Full HD+SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 6/8GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 64, 12 and 8MPFront Camera: /Battery: 5,000mAhSoftWare: Android 10Asus
Zenfone 7 Pro Specs: Display: 6.67, inches Full HD+SoC: Snapdragon 865 PlusRam: 8GBStorage: 256GBCameras: 64, 12 and 8FrontMP Camera: /Battery: 5,000mAhSoftware: Android 102. Samsung Galaxy S20 series Samsung Galaxy S20 family includes Samsung Galaxy S20, Galaxy S20 FE, Galaxy S20 Plus and
Galaxy S20 Ultra, and four devices stand out as some of the best selfie phones we have seen. The 10MP sensors (ƒ/2.2) on the S20 and S20 Plus are better than before, while ultra is a larger 40MP sensor for those selfies. The Samsung Galaxy S20 FE also does little better with the 32MP selfie camera. Apart from
selfie cameras, all four are powered by high-end processors and come with Android 10. Starting with the S20 Plus, a quad-lens rear camera setup also features, while ultra zoom adds capabilities. The S20 Plus and Ultra Max out on 12GB of RAM and up to 512GB of internal storage, which is incredible. The Galaxy S20
Ultra adds a few more bells and whistles, and our reviewers have said the Plus was probably quite good, given the ultra extras cost a lot more. But as always, it depends on what you need, and for selfies, the extra-device selfie camera might be worth it. Galaxy S20 Series Pricing Check Galaxy S20 FE PricingSamsung
Galaxy S20 Specs: Display: 6.2 inch, QHD +SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 8GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 64, 12MPFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 4,000mAhSoftware: Android 10Samsung Galaxy S20 FE Specs: Display: 6.5 inch, Full HD + SoC: Exynos 990RAM: 6/8GBStorage: 128/256GBCameras: 12, 12, and 8MPFront
Camera: 32MPBattery: 4,500mAhSoftware: Android 10Samsung Galaxy S20 Plus Specs: Display: 6.7 inch, QHD + SoC: Snapdragon 865Ram: 8GBStorage: 128/512GBCameras: 64, 12, and 12MP + ToFFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 4,500mAhSoftware: Android 10Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra Specs: Display: 6.9 inch,
QHD + SoC: Snapdragon 865Ram: 865Ram 12/16GBStorage: 128/512GBCameras: 108, 48, and 12MP + ToFFront Camera: 40MPBattery: 5,000mAhSoftware: Android 103. Google Pixel 5Google's Pixel phone cannot be ignored whenever you are talking about smartphone cameras. Besides being one of the best
camera phones, the Google Pixel 5 is also one of the best selfie phones around, even though it only has an average 8MP front-facing camera. That's because hardware isn't the only thing that makes it a great camera phone; A lot of improvements come from Google's software optimization. The Pixel line-up has been
best known for sporting specs including the latest processor and all the features you might need. The Google Pixel 5 takes another approach by cutting a few corners and making the phone more affordable. The most notable difference is that this phone does not come with the latest and largest Snapdragon chipset
available. Instead, the search giant has opted to go with snapdragon 765G, which still performs very well. In our test we found that this chipset is equal to Snapdragon 845. Other glasses are as good as you would expect. You get 8GB of RAM, an amazing dual-camera setup, a large OLED display and a nice 4,080mAh
battery. Google Pixel 5 Specs: Display: 6 inch, Full HD + SoC: Snapdragon 765GRAM: 8GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 12.2 and 16MPFront Camera: 8MPBattery: 4,080mAhSoft: Android 114. Google Pixel 4A series The Google Pixel line has been fitted with superb cameras on the front and back for generations.
Interestingly, google is yet to beat the Pixel 4A because of the Pixel-line. While the Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL are better phones, the Pixel 4A takes great pics and is just $350. Because most of the camera skills in Google Phones comes from software, the Pixel 4a is a great selfie shooter. Computational photography and AI
are the way of the future, and Google is proving it with the results we see in their mobile photography. It is one of the best selfie phones and offers a high end experience overall. If you want something more capable, but not quite as expensive as the Pixel 5, Google has also released the Pixel 4a 5G. You would think it's
just a Pixel 4a with 5G connectivity, but the Google Pixel 4a 5G is actually a better phone in many ways. For starters, it has two camera set-ups that you get on pixel 5. The 5G version of the Pixel 4A also comes with a 3,885mAh battery, along with a larger 6.2-inch screen. The Snapdragon 765G chipset is not
mentioned. Check Pixel 4A 5G Pixel 4a Specs: Display: 5.81 inches, Full HD+SoC: Snapdragon 730GRAM: 6GBStorage: 128GBCamera: 12.2MPFront Camera: 8.1MPBattery: 3,140mAhAhSoftware: Android 10Gogleo Pixel 4a 5G Spots: Display: 6.2 inches, FULL HD+SoC: Snapdragon 765GRAM: 6GBStorage:
128GBCameras: 12.2 and 16FrontMP Camera: 8MPBattery: 3,885mAhwareSoft: Android 115. Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultraboth has the same selfie camera on the front of Samsung Galaxy Note 20 and Note 20 Ultra, which looks just like the camera of galaxy S20 Plus. The single selfie lens is a 10MP shooter (ƒ/2.2),
with a wide field-of-view that can take some awesome wide selfies. But we generally only recommend the Note 20 Ultra, because the Note 20 is expensive for what it is. The Note 20 Ultra isn't cheap either, but it offers top-tier everything, without compromise. In our review of Note 20 Ultra and its selfie camera, we noted
that it does a good job. Samsung sometimes flows towards beautification algorithms that can make selfies unnatural, but the Note 20 Ultra has a good balance. And, you can turn it off too. Don't forget that behind the Galaxy Note 20 Ultra is a triple camera system with huge zoom options and a laser autofocus setup: a
12MP wide-angle, a 108MP telephoto, a 12MP ultra-wide, and a laser AF sensor. The Vanilla Galaxy Note 20 has the same setup without laser AF sensors. Galaxy Note 20 Ultra PricingSamsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra Specs: Display: 6.9 inch, WQHD + SoC: SD 865 Plus or Exynos 990RAM: 12GBStorage:
128/256/512GBCameras: 108, 16, and 12MPFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 3,500mSoftAhware: Android 9 Pie6. The LG V60The LG V60 was rated as one of LG's best efforts in years, and that includes the selfie camera, which takes 10MP photos on f/1.9. The viewing area is quite narrow at 72.5 degrees, but that's the
only knock on our device. You get a wider angle less than some other phones here, but that means focusing more on you, for, you know, selfies. (They are not called groups!) Our verdict: LG V60 Review – LG's best effort in years is worth a lookOur review Found selfie shots were clean, sharp, and properly focused, and
there's a bunch of cameras on the back too. The internal specs are very 2020: Snapdragon 865 processor, 5G connectivity, 5,000mAh battery, and 128GB or 256GB storage, microSD card slot, IP68 water/dust resistance, wireless charging, and yes, a headphone port. Also, the dual screen accessory which adds some
utility to a lot more money. If there's a downside, it's that it's not on sale at Amazon.com, but only through AT&T and T-Mobile, for now. The full retail price of T-Mobile without dual screen accessory is $700, making it a decent get. After all, you can buy an international unlock model and that device will work on all major
carriers. But not yet! LG V60 ThinQ 5G Specs: Display: 6.8 inch, Full HD + SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 8GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 64 and 13MP + ToF Sensor Camera: 5,000mAhSoftware: Android 10.7. OnePlus 8 and more 8 Proplus OnePlus 8 and 8 Pro are both fantastic selfie phones. The OnePlus 8 has a selfie
camera 16MP f/2.0 on both models. Our reviews rated the photos great from the front camera, with great colors and contrast, and dynamic range that don't leave washed-out images. It will do well in most situations. The 8 Pro variant also has a lot of common with top 2020 smartphones, such as flagship Snapdragon
Silicon, 120Hz refresh rate (also at QHD+ resolution), IP68 rating and 30W wireless charging. The Vanilla OnePlus 8 simply leaves a few small features, with a 90Hz refresh rate, a small body, and a telephoto lens and color filter camera that you don't need, anyway. What we thought: OnePlus 8 Pro Review In case you
are thinking of other cameras, the OnePlus 8 Pro is a true flagship with a quad rear camera setup, with a 48MP IMX689 main camera, 48MP ultra-wide camera, 8MP 3x telephoto shooter, and a 5MP color filter camera that is, well, a gimmick. Those who take a great selfie and look for a powerhouse phone will need to be
seen here. OnePlus 8 and 8 Pro PricingPlus 8 Specs: Display: 6.55 inch, Full HD+ SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 8/12GBStorage: 128/256GBCameras: 48, 16, and 2MPFront Camera: 16MPBattery: 4,300mAhwareSoft: Android 10OnePlus 8 Pro Specs: Display: 6.78 inches, QHD + SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM:
8/12GBStorage: 128/256GBCameras: 48, 8, 46, and 6MPFront Camera: 16MPBattery: 4,510mAhSoftware: Android 108. Samsung Galaxy S10 PlusThe Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus stands out as one of the best selfie phones thanks to its two front cameras. Those two selfie cameras are paired with a 10MP primary
sensor (ƒ/1.9) with an 8MP secondary (ƒ/2.2). Dual lenses working together can get you some amazing shots and make the Galaxy S10 Plus one of the best phones for selfies, without paying the premium of a brand new high-end flagship. Apart from being one of the best selfie phones, the Galaxy S10 Plus also has a
triple lens rear camera setup. It turns out on 12GB ram and 1TB internal storage, which is incredible. With snapdragon 855 processor, Android 9 Pie and 4,100mAh battery, and you also have a lot of contenders for the flagship of 2019. Galaxy S10 Plus PricingSamsung Galaxy S10 Plus Specs Check out: Display: 6.4
inch, QHD + SoC: SD 855 or Exynos 9820RAM: 8/12GBStorage: 128/512GB or 1TBCameras: 16, 12, and 12MPFront Cameras: 10 and 8MPBattery: 4,100mAhSoftware: Android 9 Pie9. Oppo Find X2 Proka Oppo X2 Pro remains one of the top selfie phones in our internal test. Selfie sharp, crisp and skin tones from the
front shooter are handled well with natural appearance. Besides the great selfie camera, it's a great phone. It is not the most powerful smartphone in terms of raw specifications, but it offers some head-turning hardware with its edge-to-edge display and superb orange color. grasp? You have to pay for that. Check X2 Pro
Pricing Oappo Find X2 Pro Specs: Display: 6.7 inch, Snapdragon 865ram: 12GBStorage: 512GBCameras: 48, 48, and 13MPFront Camera: 32MPBattery: 4,260mAhSoftware: Android 1010. Lenovo Legion Prove Lenovo Legion Pro is not your typical phone. This is made with gamers in mind, especially those who prefer
to record or stream themselves while playing. It has a pop-up selfie camera that comes out of the side, so it can be used in landscape mode. This is one of the best selfie phones if you're looking to use the camera for gaming, but it also works as a great normal selfie camera. The unit is equipped with a 20MP front-facing
camera with f/2.2 aperture. It supports HDR and can record 4K videos at 30fps. Moreover, it is one of the very few phones that come with a dedicated front-facing flash. As you might expect, other specs are top-line. It has an 865 Plus processor with 16GB of RAM, 6.65-inch AMOLED display and a 5,000mAh battery.
There are also some excellent cameras at the rear, including 64MP and 16MP sensors. Lenovo Legion Pro Specs: Display: 6.65in front, Full HD +SoC: Snapdragon 865 +RAM: 8/12/16GBStorage: 128/256/512GBCameras: 64 and 16FrontMP Camera: 20MPBattery: 5,000mAhSoftware: Android 1010
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